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The 87th Wilmington International Exhibition of Photography (WIEP) was a tremendous success thanks to the dedicated contributions of over 50 volunteers from the Delaware Photographic Society, whose commitment and hard work ensured that our exhibition ran smoothly. We are grateful to the WIEP Section Directors, the many volunteers, and the judges’ host families who all helped to make the exhibition a success.

This year at WIEP we received over 1,000 prints and over 1400 projected images from around the world. The accepted images that are displayed on the walls of the exhibition hall, and those presented during the projected image show highlight the best of the best of the images entered.

WIEP continued to be one of the few exhibitions that displays framed and matted prints. We continued to ask entrants to donate their prints to help support the matting, framing and exhibiting of the photography for our exhibition at the University of Delaware, Wilmington Campus. We are grateful to the entrants who chose the donate option at the time of exhibition entry to help support the efforts of our exhibition. The sale of prints from around the world helps us to continue our excellent exhibition that attracts thousands of visitors each year. In addition to the matted and framed prints, a professional audio-visual presentation of the best projected images was shown, which is available on a DVD along with the exhibition catalog.

The entire WIEP Team, and the members of the Delaware Photographic Society, send many thanks to the panel of judges that traveled from The United Kingdom and from all over the United States to judge over 2500 images in a single day. The judges selected some of the finest examples of photographic art for your enjoyment.

We also would like to thank the PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter, the Delaware Valley Council of Camera Clubs (DVCCC) and the South Jersey Camera Club (SJCC) for the donation of medals. Thanks also to our commercial sponsors, our patrons, and the Delaware Division of the Arts for supporting the Exhibition financially, and to Pettinaro Residential for their generous donation of an apartment for use in our processing activities. Additionally, We would like to thank B&H Photo Video, Cameras Etc., and Kehtron Computers for graciously agreeing to serve as vendors during our exhibition.

LARRY HINSON, FWIEP
Chair, Wilmington International Exhibition of Photography

Larry Hinson, FWIEP
WIEP Chair
310 West 36th Street, Wilmington, DE 19802
wiepchair@wiepphoto.org
We plan memorable experiences, both land and sea. Whether it’s a family vacation, a group trip or romantic escape, Exclusive Tours and Cruises will plan all the details to make your travel dreams come true.
JUDGES

PROJECTED IMAGES

MALCOLM JENKIN, GMPSA/S, EFIAP/D2, REDRUTH, CORNWALL, ENGLAND ★
Malcolm lives in a picturesque region that he intends to spend more time photographing in his retirement. He has been involved in photography for over 50 years and, during the film era, his main interest was social photography, concentrating on portrait and wedding images. He enjoyed the creativity afforded by darkroom work and spent many happy hours there. For years, he also taught courses in photography at a nearby college. He belongs to the local camera club, Camborne Redruth in Cornwall, and joined PSA in 2010. He began entering exhibitions, within the Photo Art community, he considers himself a digital artist inspired by the new variety of tools and software that allow him to turn his photos into his artistic vision. Within the Photo Art community, he considers himself a digital artist inspired by the new variety of tools and software that allow him to turn his photos into his artistic vision.

J.R. SCHNELZER, APSA, EPSA, AFIAP, MILLIKEN, COLORADO ★ J.R. is Executive V.P. of PSA, and has over 40 years of photographic experience. He began his passion for photography working in his father’s darkroom, later attending Ohio State University working on an MFA in photography. In 2019, he was named first in the world in both color and monochrome small prints. He judges locally, regionally and internationally. J.R. is a past President of the Loveland Photographic Society and is responsible for the formation of the Center for Fine Art Photography in Colorado. He has done work for Mannheim Steamroller and has been represented in many magazines and books. Serving as a Ranger in both the Grand Tetons and Rocky Mountain National Parks brought him close to the nature he enjoys. He says, “Photography is the process of creating future memories. My work is my language: I view the world in terms of its form and beautiful light. The hope of my art is to hold for you, in the subsiding of life’s rush, the beauty of Visual Moments.”

NANCY SPEAKER, QPSA, UPLAND, CALIFORNIA ★ Nancy is a retired educator with 38 years of experience as a classroom teacher, Principal, New Teacher Supervisor, and University Adjunct Professor. With retirement, she has been able to return to her love of creating art with organic and digital watercolor painting and photographic tools. She considers herself a digital artist inspired by the new variety of tools and software that allow her to turn her photos into her artistic vision. Within the Photo Art community, she is a frequent presenter on various photography topics including the use of Photoshop and Creative Photography. She is an active member in several PSA Study Groups, three Camera Clubs, and the Associated Artists of the Inland Empire. In PSA she served as the Director of the Individual Creative Competition for three years, currently serves as the Director of the Interclub Competitions for the Projected Image Division (PID), and in her third year as the PID Chair. She was the recipient of a PSA service award in 2019.

PICTORIAL PRINTS

BARBARA JENKIN, QPSA, MILLIKEN, COLORADO ★ Thanks to Lisa for stepping in to replace Kui C Lam whose flight could not leave Hong Kong due to the coronavirus outbreak. After traveling around the world with a borrowed Nikon camera during a semester at college, Lisa soon fell in love with photography. Since that time she has immersed herself in the art and science of photography, taking many classes and workshops and meeting her future husband J.R. at the local college where he taught as a photography instructor. Shortly after that she joined PSA and continued her journey of photographic learning by entering juried art shows, receiving awards both locally and internationally. She has been actively involved in competitions and judging as a member of the Loveland Photographic Society since 1996, including judging the local Youth Showcase. During her time on the Board of Directors of two art organizations, Lisa promoted photography as a fine art medium, and also served on the PSA Board of Directors as the Membership Vice President for one year.

PAUL SPEAKER, PPSA, M.PHOTOG, MARTIST, CR, CPP, UPLAND, CALIFORNIA ★ Paul is a Lifetime member of Professional Photographers of America (PPA), and served on the PPA Council for nine years. Through PPA, he is a Certified Professional Photographer, and has also earned the PPA Master of Photography Degree, the Photographic Craftsman Degree, and the Master Artist Degree. At the state level, he is recognized as a California Master Photographer. In PSA, he received his first ROPA distinction, PPSA, in September, 2017 and is currently a member of the PSA Ethics Review Board. He serves as President of the Southern California Council of Camera Clubs (S4C) and is a member of two S4C affiliated clubs. After graduating from Brooks Institute, he worked as an Industrial Photographer for General Dynamics for ten years. When the Division was sold, he moved to Lifetouch, where he photographed large groups, dances, sports and seniors for the next ten years. After taking his first Photoshop class in January, 2000, he became a full-time retoucher for a local full service portrait studio. He is currently semi-retired.

LISA SCHNELZER, QPSA, MILLIKEN, COLORADO ★
Five years ago, she took up portrait photography, and then embraced fine art nude photography. She enjoys experimenting within these genres and applying creative techniques. Currently she is exploring nature photography and the world of dance.

BARBARA JENKIN, GMPSA/S, SPSA, ARPS, EFIAP/D1, REDRUTH, CORNWALL, ENGLAND ★ Barbara has been taking photos for many years and embraced the digital era early on, enjoying the creative process which it readily allows. A member of the Camborne Redruth Camera Club, she began entering exhibitions when she joined PSA in 2010. Her success has earned her a succession of distinctions beginning in 2012, and she currently holds Grand Master/silver, which she gained last year. Her successful portfolios resulted in a BPSA in 2016 and SPSA in 2018. Recognition in other photographic organizations includes ARPS and EFIAP/d1. Her passions have changed and developed as the challenge of creating new images for exhibitions spurred her on to try different areas of photography. Five years ago, she took up portrait photography, and then embraced fine art nude photography. She enjoys experimenting within these genres and applying creative techniques. Currently she is exploring nature photography and the world of dance.

Paula Speaker, PPSA, M.PHOTOG, MARTIST, CR, CPP, UPLAND, CALIFORNIA ★
Paul is a Lifetime member of Professional Photographers of America (PPA), and served on the PPA Council for nine years. Through PPA, he is a Certified Professional Photographer, and has also earned the PPA Master of Photography Degree, the Photographic Craftsman Degree, and the Master Artist Degree. At the state level, he is recognized as a California Master Photographer. In PSA, he received his first ROPA distinction, PPSA, in September, 2017 and is currently a member of the PSA Ethics Review Board. He serves as President of the Southern California Council of Camera Clubs (S4C) and is a member of two S4C affiliated clubs. After graduating from Brooks Institute, he worked as an Industrial Photographer for General Dynamics for ten years. When the Division was sold, he moved to Lifetouch, where he photographed large groups, dances, sports and seniors for the next ten years. After taking his first Photoshop class in January, 2000, he became a full-time retoucher for a local full service portrait studio. He is currently semi-retired.
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PHOTOJOURNALISM

SCOTT FISHER, CAREER JOURNALIST, YORK, PENNSYLVANIA ★ Scott is a husband, father, musician, runner, cyclist, and hiker who started out editing a group of weekly newspapers in the Wilmington, DE area. After moving to The York (Pa) Dispatch as a news editor, and then opinion writing and editorial page editor, he took that same position at York Daily Record, becoming one of the most decorated journalists in York County. He handles opinion material for YDR and Lebanon Daily News, and manages operations and works on investigative pieces at Gannett’s Chambersburg Public Opinion. As community engagement editor for YDR, he produces public events and is point-person for their successful “Fixing York PA” Facebook group, an initiative Gannett is using as a model for a new digital tool to bring community conversations and action initiatives on site. He is also lead editor on a massive regional project focused on the health of the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay. The year-long effort involving journalists from many Gannett properties will include stories, videos and photos, an interactive data map, and a video documentary featuring an aerial tour of the area. Scott recognizes the power of images to tell stories.

STEVEN FISHER, FPSA, MPSA, BREMERTON, WASHINGTON ★ Steve, a PSA member since 1986, was honored as a PSA Associate in 2005 and as a Fellow in 2015. He qualified for the MPSA (Master) distinction by achieving eight galaxies in both Nature and Photojournalism. He was also awarded Master Photojournalist, the fifth recipient in the U.S. and the eleventh worldwide. An experienced scuba diver and underwater photographer, he received the Elmore R. Chatham Award for his article “A Fish-Eye View” in the December 2015 PSA Journal. He is also PSA’s underwater photography mentor. He got his start in local newspapers during the 1980’s by submitting underwater images of interest, with the encouragement of fellow f:67 Camera Club members. Now his typical subjects include structure fires, auto accidents, storm events and public demonstrations. He has been a frequent judge at the Northwest International Photo Salon in Puyallup, Washington, including PJ Print sections. He also judged the PJ projected sections of the 2017 PSA International Exhibition.

JERRY HABRAKEN, VISUAL JOURNALIST, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE ★ Jerry is a staff photographer for The News Journal/Delaware Online in New Castle, Delaware. As a kid, he began taking photos for his local newspaper with his father who was a newspaper photojournalist in his hometown of Sevierville, Tennessee. Jerry went on to study photojournalism and graduate from Western Kentucky University in 2013. After three and a half years as a photojournalist at the Texarkana Gazette in Texarkana, Texas, he moved up to Delaware where he works today. Jerry has won numerous top press awards from the Arkansas Press Association, Texas Press Association, and North and East Texas Press Association, and has freelanced for clients such as ABC, The Houston Chronicle, BuzzFeed, and MIT. He also documented the Philadelphia Eagles Super Bowl winning season, culminating in coverage of Super Bowl 52 in Minneapolis.

AWARDS

Photographic Society of America provides the following medals: from the Projected Image Division (PID), a Gold medal for Best Projected Image, a Silver, and a Bronze; from the Pictorial Print Division (PPD), Gold medals for Best Monochrome Print, Best Color Print and Best Small Print, Silvers, and Bronze in each of these print classes; and from the Photojournalism Division (PJD), Gold medals for “Best Photojournalism Projected Image” and “Best Photojournalism Print,” Silvers for “Best Human Interest” and Bronze for “Best Storytelling” in each section.

PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter donates six Gold medals, one for the next best image in each section.

Delaware Photographic Society, founded in 1931 as The Delaware Camera Club, presents Gold, Silver, and Bronze medals, plus Honor Ribbons, in each division for photographic excellence.

South Jersey Camera Club (SJCC) donates a Gold medal to an outstanding nature image in Projected Images and in Large Color Prints.

Delaware Valley Council of Camera Clubs donates four DVCCC medals, one in each print section for an outstanding image by a member of a camera club in the Council. The DVCCC includes clubs in the tri-state area of Delaware, Southeastern Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
ERIK KISSA MEMORIAL AWARD

The Erik Kissa Memorial Award for the Best in PSA was established in 2018 in memory of Dr. Erik Kissa, FPSA, MPSA, FWIEP, who was a long-serving member of both the Photographic Society of America and the Delaware Photographic Society and who championed the benefits of PSA membership. The medallion is awarded each year at the Wilmington International Exhibition of Photography to recognize the PSA member, worldwide, with the most acceptances in the exhibition.

2018 SUSAN PETER, Delaware USA
2019 PAMELA ALEXIA CALLISTA JARVAN, Indonesia
2020 HENRY NG, FPSA, EPSA, Maryland, USA

2019 WIEP PEOPLE’S CHOICE WINNERS

Attendees at the 86th Wilmington International Exhibition of Photography were invited to vote by ballot for their favorite among all the prints displayed. Delaware Photographic Society Gold, Silver and Bronze medals were awarded to the top three choices. The People’s Choice Award winners for the 86th Wilmington International are:

Gold, Happy Family
WILLIAM PAGE PULLY, United States
Print, Large Color

Silver, Hamnoy
MARGARET HENNES, United States
Print, Large Color

Bronze, Confusing
SIEW THONG CHU, Malaysia
Print, Small Color

The Delaware Photographic Society wishes to express its grateful appreciation to Pettinaro Relocation for its generous donation of accommodations used for WIEP print processing.

STATISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTION</th>
<th>ENTRIES</th>
<th>IMAGES</th>
<th>ACCEPTED/ACCEPTED %</th>
<th>MEDALS</th>
<th>RIBBONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Print – Large Monochrome</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>71 / 29%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print – Large Color</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>86 / 28%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print – Small Color</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>89 / 29%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photojournalism – Print</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>58 / 26%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photojournalism – Projected</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>144 / 25%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Image – Color</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>242 / 27%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Kissa Memorial Award</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>2557</td>
<td>690 / 27%</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENTRANTS BY COUNTRY

- Australia 10 Malaysia 9
- Austria 2 New Zealand 2
- Belgium 3 Northern Ireland 1
- Canada 7 Norway 1
- China 18 Russian Federation 1
- Denmark 1 Scotland 2
- England 11 Singapore 2
- France 2 Sweden 2
- Germany 5 Taiwan 1
- Greece 1 Thailand 1
- Hong Kong 9 United States 183
- Hungary 1 Vietnam 1
- India 3 Wales 1
- Indonesia 3
- Israel 1
- Italy 2
- Macao 4

TOTAL 290
ProWorks, Inc. provides expert plumbing, heating, air conditioning and electrical services to residential and commercial customers. Serving Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania.

302.221.4200

WWW.PROWORKSINC.NET
Our Communities

With over 10 locations in Newark, Wilmington, Greenville, Bear, and Dover!

1. Greenville Place
   Towers at Greenville

2. Melrose Place
   Possum Park

3. Salem Village
   Village 2

4. Village Park at Paladin
   Paladin Club

5. Rockwood Apartments

6. West Creek Village

7. Village at Blue Hen

(302) 999-0708
PettinaroResidential.com
AWARDS

THE ERIK KISSA MEMORIAL AWARD
HENRY NG, FPSA, EPSA, Maryland, USA 19 Acceptances

PROJECTED IMAGE DIVISION (PID)

PROJECTED IMAGE - COLOR (PID-C)

- **PSA Gold (Best in Show)**: Eng Tan Lee - Singapore - *Ballerina Muller 50*
- **PSA Silver**: Wan Yi - China - *Hawksbill 3*
- **PSA Bronze**: Tong Jiangchuan - China - *Grassland in Late Autumn*
- **SICC Gold (Best Nature)**: Hienie, Margaret - United States - *Parrot Peakebo*
- **PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold**: Hennes, Margaret - United States - *Covered with Snow*
- **DPS Gold**: Lon Tang Kai - Macao - *Magic Tree*
- **DPS Silver**: P.C. Yeoh - Fendy - *Hidden Beauty*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges' Choice)**: Wehr, Donald - United States - *Gray Screech with Berries*
- **DPS Silver**: Bleyen, Linus - Belgium - *Dancing Ceremony*
- **DPS Gold**: Bernkopf Dr., Alois - Austria - *Alois Muller 50*
- **DPS Silver**: Wong Tze Kim, Stephen - Malaysia - *Amelia_2*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Carver, Nan - United States - *Surfer 3784*
- **DPS Silver**: Carder, Nan - United States - *Kid with Flies*
- **DPS Gold**: Diptipraipaul, Francis - United States - *Man Falling*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Keel, David - England - *Carriage Accident*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Markloff, Karl - Germany - *Rugby2*
- **DPS Member**: Leck, Karl - United States - *Long Way to Go*

PHOTOJOURNALISM DIVISION (PJ)

PHOTOJOURNALISM - PROJECTED (PJ)

- **PSA Gold (Best in Show)**: Leck, Karl - United States - *Saying Goodbye*
- **PSA Silver**: Liu Beimeng - China - *Daliang Mountains12*
- **PSA Bronze (Best Storytelling)**: Keel, David - England - *Demolishing the Fence*
- **PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold**: Areshiev, Sergey - Russian Federation - *Farewell to Winter*
- **DPS Gold**: Bernkopf Dr., Alois - Austria - *Amelia_2*
- **DPS Silver**: Wong Tze Kim, Stephen - Malaysia - *Dance and Songkran*
- **DPS Silver**: Carver, Nan - United States - *Surfer 3784*
- **DPS Silver**: Wang Denny Yen Sin - Malaysia - *Kid with Flies*
- **DPS Silver**: Gillett, Keith - United States - *What a Catch*
- **DPS Silver**: Diptipraipaul, Francis - United States - *Man Falling*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Keel, David - England - *Carriage Accident*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Markloff, Karl - Germany - *Rugby2*
- **DPS Member**: Leck, Karl - United States - *Long Way to Go*

PHOTOJOURNALISM - PRINT (PID-P)

- **PSA Gold (Best in Show)**: DeGuiseppi, Carol - United States - *Refractive Drops*
- **PSA Silver**: Keane Yuen - Makon - Australia - *Morning glory*
- **PSA Bronze**: Boehm, Gerhard - Germany - *Duo S - SW*
- **PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold**: Kam Yuen - Hung - Australia - *Morning glory*
- **DPS Gold**: Synnevaag, Roald - Norway - *Gaupaaswatnet*
- **DPS Silver**: Yeung, Kitty - Canada - *Autumn*
- **DPS Silver**: Carder, Nan - United States - *Sandhill 5451*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Leck, Karl - United States - *It's Cold*
- **DVCPC**: Parry, Michael - United States - *Old & New*

PICTORIAL PRINT DIVISION (PPD)

PRINT - LARGE COLOR (PPD-CA)

- **PSA Gold (Best in Show)**: Funderburg, Don - United States - *Guage and Valves*
- **PSA Silver**: Leck, Karl - United States - *Creating the Blue Poppy*
- **PSA Bronze**: Conaway, Ward - United States - *Three Listening*
- **PSA Gold (Best in Show)**: Wilson, Elizabeth - United States - *Spring Tapestry*
- **DPS Gold**: Page Pully, William - United States - *Fluffy Short-Eared Owl*
- **DPS Silver**: Siu, Miranda - Canada - *Misty Morning*
- **DPS Silver**: Thong Chiu Siew - Malaysia - *Cat and Its Food*
- **DPS Silver**: Weaver, Ken - United States - *Grist Mill March Morning*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Mazansky, Cyril - United States - *Upper Calf Creek Reflection 1*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Hendro, Hioe - Indonesia - *Tranquility*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Little, Patrick - United States - *R&B Hub Cap*
- **DVCPC**: Apostolacu, Virginia - United States - *White Roses*

PRINT - LARGE MONOCHROME (PPD-MA)

- **PSA Gold (Best in Show)**: Funderburg, Don - United States - *What Do You Want of Me*
- **PSA Silver**: Boyd, Cyril - Northern Ireland - *Flower Girl*
- **PSA Bronze**: Walter, Gary - United States - *Sentinel*
- **PSA Silver**: Todd, Sharp - United States - *West Thumb and Tree*
- **PSA Bronze**: Schiavone, Roxy - United States - *Hole in the Sky*
- **PSA Bronze**: Tuttle, Rob - United States - *Charlestown Plantation*

PRINT - SMALL COLOR (PPD-CB)

- **PSA Gold (Best in Show)**: DeGuiseppi, Carol - United States - *Refractive Drops*
- **PSA Silver**: Keane Yuen - Makon - Australia - *Morning glory*
- **PSA Bronze**: Boehm, Gerhard - Germany - *Duo S - SW*
- **PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold**: Kam Yuen - Hung - Australia - *Morning glory*
- **DPS Silver**: Synnevaag, Roald - Norway - *Gaupaaswatnet*
- **DPS Silver**: Yeung, Kitty - Canada - *Autumn*
- **DPS Silver**: Carder, Nan - United States - *Sandhill 5451*
- **DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)**: Leck, Karl - United States - *It's Cold*
- **DVCPC**: Parry, Michael - United States - *Old & New*
2020 PATRONS

The Delaware Photographic Society (DPS) is grateful to all our WIEP Patrons. With your financial support DPS continues to present the annual Wilmington International Exhibition of Photography. DPS was founded in January, 1931 as the Delaware Camera Club to support and promote the art of photography. DPS continues today as an educational 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization, and donations are deductible to the full extent provided by law. Read more about WIEP patronage including the background to the levels at www.WilmingtonInternational.org

LUMIÈRE PATRONS

Gary Altoonian
Patricia Berry
Carole Clarke
Pete Curcio
Helen and Marvin Gerstein
Jeffry Komins
Patrick Little
Jon Massey
Mike Parry
Tom Tauber
Gustave Teipelke
Robert Tuttle
Gary Walter and Joyce Pellam

FOX TALBOT PATRONS

Richard and Dianne Carnegie
Bob and Pat Hunt
Carolyn (Dee) Langevin
Judith Lesnaw
Mark and Marian Lieberman
Roxy Schiavone
Esther Steffens
Judith Watkins

DAGUERRE LEVEL

Theresa M. Yanick

ACCEPTANCES

PROJECTED IMAGE - COLOR (PID-C)

AUSTRALIA

English, Dianne
Laundry Day
Hammer, Peter
Geometrical Jungle,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Rain Shower
Horsnell, Jenni
Silvereye and Blossom 11,
DPS Silver Medal
Curly
Back Breaking 2,
DPS Silver Medal
Dewy Damselfly 44,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Lee, Grace
Pinnacles Desert Galaxy
Star Track
Tam, Joseph
Confrontation,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Lord Have Mercy

AUSTRIA

Bernkopf Dr., Alois
Sargis_1

CANADA

Chow, Kai Hong
Peaceful
Chiu, Bob
Life in India34
Long Fengying
Little Egret3
A Fine View4
Su Mingzai
Kiss
Under the Tree Supplication
Morning Mist
Sun JiJin
Color of the Net
Crane and Sunset Together
Feeding
I Want to Eat Too,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Tong Jiangchuan
Grassland in Late Autumn,
PSA Bronze Medal
Running Horse
Wan Yi
Galloping Horse
Hawksbill 3,
PSA Silver Medal
Leopard 4

BELGIUM

Bleyen, Livinus
Ardenne Memoriess
Covered with Snow,
DPS Silver Medal
Sunrise Reitdiephaven,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Mairesse, Luc
Stuntman
Tribal
Naanee
Xu Xiaomei  
Holiday Beach  
Ye Wei  
Goldene Strasse 17  
Yi Ran  
Petronas Twin Towers  
Sunset at the Seashore  
Zheng Kai  
Autumn Musical Note  
Forest, DPS Honor Ribbon  
Shepherd

ENGLAND  
Davis, Brian  
Going Down  
The Hemisferic  
Davis, Shirley  
Frozen Trees in the Stream  
Descending Red Arrows  
Keel, David  
Vanessa Low in Flight  
Garbine Muguruza  
Wimbledon Champion  
Stretching Out at the Start  
Potter, Tony  
Line of Mist  
Stout, David  
Nightfall, Singapore  
Wade, Alan  
Postman

GERMANY  
Schweden, Wolfgang  
Squirrel with Reflection 1

HONG KONG  
Chau Chun Yip  
Fishing Net  
Choi, Lewis K. Y.  
Final Team 7  
Lin, Wolfgang  
Pinky Lotus 3,  
DPS Honor Ribbon

HUNGARY  
Demeter, Janos  
Handcuff

INDIA  
Biswa, Rajdeep  
Ankita43  
Symmetry5,  
DPS Silver Medal  
Pointblank22  
Jhaveri, Shirish  
Camouflage  
Intezaar

INDONESIA  
Hendro, Hioe  
Cici Padi 1020, SJCC Gold Medal (Best Nature)  
Cici Padi Feeding 1021  
Naked Musical Orchestra  
Kurniawan, Paulus Ignatius  
Leap of Fate  
Starsboat of Natuna  
Super Star  
Yeoh, Fendy P.C.  
Hidden Beauty,  
DPS Silver Medal  
Robotic Princess  
Ascending to Heaven of Universe, DPS Honor Ribbon  
Mother Care

ITALY  
Gabberthuel, Walter  
Long Shadow

MACAO  
Cheang Sherman  
I Like Water Lily  
My Favorite Breakfast  
Bird and Snake Fighting,  
DPS Honor Ribbon  
Kong Ka-Pak  
Wheels Prayer in Smoke  
Terrace Field 2  
Tang Chan Seng  
Scenery of Lijiang River 2  
Phantom 5  
Tang Kai Lon  
Dancing Ceremony,  
DPS Bronze Medal (Judges' Choice)  
Magic Tree,  
DPS Gold Medal  
Mystique Forest 3,  
DPS Honor Ribbon

MALAYSIA  
Chee Yong Brandon Lim  
Pelican Scratch  
Split Kick,  
DPS Honor Ribbon  
Chu Siew Thong  
Happy Enjoying  
The Beauty of Ballet  
Koh Hooi Lian  
Feeding 5  
Dance Posture 8  
Koh Yeok Kian  
A Delicious Meal  
Delicious 13  
Work Hard 11  
Mating

NORTHERN IRELAND  
Boyd, Cyril  
Big Hit  
Bad Hair Day 2

SCOTLAND  
Longstaff, Geof  
Little Miss Serious  
Smith, Roy  
Pulsatilla, DPS Honor Ribbon  
Storm Wave

SINGAPORE  
Tan Lee Eng  
Ballerina Muller 50,  
PSA Gold Medal (Best in Show)  
Mandalay Throw Nets 4  
Old Teahouse Beauty 4
**SWEDEN**

Stake, Jan-Thomas
- Bongeline 7109
- Light the Candles 6683
- Hampus 6663

**TAIWAN**

Huang, Woodpecker
- Wonderful Dancea, DPS Honor Ribbon

**THAILAND**

Tangmanpoowadol, Hansa
- Lifes In Coal Mine and Power Plant
- Hunt by Flying Spirit of Water II, DPS Silver Medal
- Spirit of Water

**UNITED STATES**

Adolph, Mitch
- Great Egret with Branch
- Great Egrets

Akhter, Rowshan
- Alone with Her Thoughts, DPS Honor Ribbon

Ali, Hasan
- Past and Future

Altoonian, Gary
- Archie Bridge

am Ende, Jerry
- Pounce
- Bandit the Bald Eagle
- One Last Request 2
- Catfish Dinner

Apostolacus, Virginia
- Sunflower Mandala

Bell, Joanne
- Delicate Magnolia

Berry, Patricia
- Displaying Egret

Boyd, Travis
- Strike From Above

Cai, Cynthia
- Winter of Summer Palace

Cameron, Lyuda
- Split Tree, DPS Honor Ribbon

Carder, Nan
- Shockwave 1638

Christoph, Peter
- Great Horned Owls Keeping Watch
- Bluebird of Happiness, DPS Bronze Medal (Judges' Choice)
- Green Herons Out on a Limb
- Bee Yourself

Cloran, Richard
- Pemaquid Reflection
- Glade Creek Mill 6, DPS Honor Ribbon
- Utah Statehouse Rear

Conner, Jim
- Three Flamingos
- Prada

Cortada, Antonio
- Duck at Cambridge 2
- Beauty Under the Stars

Czerniawski, Amanda
- In Deep

DeDonato, Donald
- Veiled Chameleon Portrait
- Angry Kestrel
- Alert Bald Eagle, DPS Honor Ribbon
- Gray Screech With Berries, DPS Silver Medal

Dipietrapaul, Francis
- C&D Canal Dragonfly
- Flying Sulphur Butterfly

Dunn, Jeff
- Giant Mushroom Demise

Emmerich JR, Gerald H
- Over Moms Shoulder

Figuuccio, Albert
- Airshow Smoke Trails

Funderburg, Don
- Prison Laundry Washer

Gerstein, Helen
- Tribal Prince
- Sunrise Vision

Hennes, Margaret
- Parrot Peekabo, PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold Medal
- Bald Eagle with Snack

Kang, Eddie
- Tamed
- Reading with Santa

Kramer, Irene
- Curiosity - Red Fox

Kuebler, Barbara
- Portrait Beaking Herons

Kurchey, Andrew
- Yellow Rose

Lane, Samuel
- MD Dove

Lang, Thomas
- Hawaii Windsurfing
- Floating Cloud Around Terrace
- Nets Following the Wind
- Hawaii Surfers

Langevin, Dee
- Egret and Chicks, DPS Honor Ribbon
- Bubble Net Feeding Humpbacks
- Explosive Humpback Breaching

Le, Nghia
- Teasing

Leck, Karl
- Garden of the Gods

Lewis, Bernice
- You're in My Space
- Egret Plumage, DPS Silver Medal

Liddle, Susan
- Roseate Spoonbill and Shadow
- Tern with Fish

Luo, Jingru
- Butterfly, DPS Honor Ribbon

Mahoney, M Rosalie
- Night in the City

Malgieri, Martin "Marty" Kashmiri-Man

Mass, Lynne
- The Smoker
- Hop On

McCaffrey, Robert
- Fishing Bear

Muskovac, Matthew
- Borage Duo
- Curculuma, DPS Honor Ribbon

Nelson, Rusty
- Oz
- Ksi Water Truck
- ET Phone Home

Ng, Henry
- Palouse Fall Sunset
- Cozy Monks
- Journey in Desert Light
- Buddha Praying

Nguyen, Kieulan
- Water Lity
- Illusion of the Vessel

Nguyen, My Phuong
- Red Robin Hood with Apple
- Take Fish Home

Ortolano, Richard
- Blue Beauty

Peter, Susan
- Napping Sow with Cubs
- The Cubs, DPS Member Medal
Powers, James  
*MT Assiniboine*

Priklipsky, Sharon  
*Spiral Toward the Light, DPS Bronze Medal (Judges’ Choice)*

Swan in Repose

Procario, Susan  
*Fabulous Threads*

Rosengren, Erik  
*Do-You-Understand-Great-Herons*

Runyan, Trudy  
*Graceful Balance*

Sattler, Steve  
*Looking Up on Market Street*

Shenk, Don  
*Tree & Buggy*

Simon, Coriolanu  
*Still Life of Distant Geography*

Smith, James D.  
*Dead Presidents_9959*

Sokolsky, Oleg  
*Oia Castle Blue Hour*

Steffens, Esther  
*Hamnoy, Norway*

Stuart, Thomas M.  
*Do Not Disturb Small Green Fly’s Face*

Thakkar, Jatinkumar  
*Family Lupine Fest and Milky Way*

Thompson, Lynn  
*Winter Storm, Upper Falls 2 Grand Canyon in Snow*

Todd, Sharp  
*Grand Canyon Thunder Cell Colored Vessels Solarized Great Wall 9*

Tran, Chinh  
*Morning Work at the Rice Field 2 Catch the Fish*

Tran, Sa Kim  
*Dendelion Flowers 125*

Vu, Anna  
*Flowing, DPS Honor Ribbon*

Weeks, Jinsong  
*Spring Summer, DPS Honor Ribbon Fall*

Wilson-Risko, Cindy  
*Southwest Waves*

**VIETNAM**

Tien Dat, Dao  
*Hold Back Time The Echo of Original No 2 Ripe Paddy Season in Tay Bac Terraces No 2, DPS Honor Ribbon Deeply Worry No 3, DPS Honor Ribbon*

**Hawksbill 3**  
*PSA Silver Projected Image - Color WAN YI, China*

**Grassland in Late Autumn**  
*PSA Bronze Projected Image - Color TONG JIANGCHUAN, CHINA*

**Cici Padi 1020**  
*SJCC Gold (Best Nature) Projected Image - Color HIOE HENDRO, Indonesia*

**Ballerina Muller 50**  
*PSA Gold (Best in Show) Projected Image - Color ENG TAN LEE, Singapore*

**Parrot Peekaboo**  
*PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold Projected Image - Color MARGARET HENNES, United States*
Magic Tree
DPS Gold
Projected Image - Color
LON TANG KAI, Macao

Hidden Beauty
DPS Silver
Projected Image - Color
FENDY P.C. YEOH, Indonesia

Covered With Snow
DPS Silver
Projected Image - Color
LIVINUS BLEYEN, Belgium

Gray Screech with Berries
DPS Silver
Projected Image - Color
DONALD DEDONATO, United States

Silvereye and Blossom 11
DPS Silver
Projected Image - Color
JENNI HORSNELL, Australia

Back Breaking 2
DPS Silver
Projected Image - Color
JENNI HORSNELL, Australia

Symmetry5
DPS Silver
Projected Image - Color
RAJDEEP BISWAS, India

Egret Plumage
DPS Silver
Projected Image - Color
BERNICE LEWIS, United States

Spirit of Water 11
DPS Silver
Projected Image - Color
HANSA TANGMANPOOWADOL, Thailand
PHOTOJOURNALISM - PROJECTED (PJD)

AUSTRALIA

Chapman, John
This is Steep
Glenn Electric Warrior

Lee, Grace
The Spirit,
DPS Honor Ribbon

Moritz, Vicki
Lending a Hand
Tam, Joseph
Blowing in the Wind

AUSTRIA

Bernkopf Dr., Alois
Amelie_2,
DPS Gold Medal
Amusing Run
Dario_2
Disabled Basketball_2

Habringer, Wolfgang
Burning KTM

BELGIUM

Cuppens, Jos
Pech,
DPS Honor Ribbon

ENGLAND

Keel, David
Demolishing the Fence,
PSA Bronze Medal
(Best Storytelling)
Farewell My Love
Carriage Accident,
DPS Bronze Medal
(Judges’ Choice)

CANADA

Kwan, Phillip
Cock Chase 5
Dog Sled 89

Liu, Edward
Asking for help
Ye, Danlei
The Nenets Campsite

CHINA

Chen Xinxin
Trolley

Chiu, Bob
Life in India

Li Min
Water
Suckle

Liu Beimeng
Daliang Mountains,
PSA Silver Medal
(Best Human Interest)
Daliang Mountains

Tong Jiangchuan
Cameraman in Distress
Traditional

Xu Xiaomei
The Coming Snowstorm
The Decisive Moment

Ye Wei
Emergency Launch

Zhao Huaming
The Autumn Harvest Than
Grain
The Cages to Breed Fish

Chiu, Bob
Life in India

Li Min
Water
Suckle

Liu Beimeng
Daliang Mountains,
PSA Silver Medal
(Best Human Interest)
Daliang Mountains

Tong Jiangchuan
Cameraman in Distress
Traditional

Xu Xiaomei
The Coming Snowstorm
The Decisive Moment

Ye Wei
Emergency Launch

Zhao Huaming
The Autumn Harvest Than
Grain
The Cages to Breed Fish

Chiu, Bob
Life in India

Li Min
Water
Suckle

Liu Beimeng
Daliang Mountains,
PSA Silver Medal
(Best Human Interest)
Daliang Mountains

Tong Jiangchuan
Cameraman in Distress
Traditional

Xu Xiaomei
The Coming Snowstorm
The Decisive Moment

Ye Wei
Emergency Launch

Zhao Huaming
The Autumn Harvest Than
Grain
The Cages to Breed Fish

Chiu, Bob
Life in India

Li Min
Water
Suckle

Liu Beimeng
Daliang Mountains,
PSA Silver Medal
(Best Human Interest)
Daliang Mountains

Tong Jiangchuan
Cameraman in Distress
Traditional

Xu Xiaomei
The Coming Snowstorm
The Decisive Moment

Ye Wei
Emergency Launch

Zhao Huaming
The Autumn Harvest Than
Grain
The Cages to Breed Fish

Chiu, Bob
Life in India

Li Min
Water
Suckle

Liu Beimeng
Daliang Mountains,
PSA Silver Medal
(Best Human Interest)
Daliang Mountains

Tong Jiangchuan
Cameraman in Distress
Traditional

Xu Xiaomei
The Coming Snowstorm
The Decisive Moment

Ye Wei
Emergency Launch

Zhao Huaming
The Autumn Harvest Than
Grain
The Cages to Breed Fish

Chiu, Bob
Life in India

Li Min
Water
Suckle

Liu Beimeng
Daliang Mountains,
PSA Silver Medal
(Best Human Interest)
Daliang Mountains

Tong Jiangchuan
Cameraman in Distress
Traditional

Xu Xiaomei
The Coming Snowstorm
The Decisive Moment

Ye Wei
Emergency Launch

Zhao Huaming
The Autumn Harvest Than
Grain
The Cages to Breed Fish

Chiu, Bob
Life in India

Li Min
Water
Suckle

Liu Beimeng
Daliang Mountains,
PSA Silver Medal
(Best Human Interest)
Daliang Mountains

Tong Jiangchuan
Cameraman in Distress
Traditional

Xu Xiaomei
The Coming Snowstorm
The Decisive Moment

Ye Wei
Emergency Launch

Zhao Huaming
The Autumn Harvest Than
Grain
The Cages to Breed Fish

Chiu, Bob
Life in India
FRANCE
Samoyault, Guy B.
Shingo En Action
Sprint Six

GERMANY
Kaeding, Wolfgang
Here We Go
Markloff, Karl
Rugby2, DPS Bronze Medal
(Judges’ Choice)
Foto-Finish
Retelsdorf, Ekkehard
Who Gets The Ball_3934
Player 7 Is Crying

HONG KONG
Chau Chun Yip
Disaster
Choi, Lewis K. Y.
Chinese Vikings 2, DPS Honor Ribbon
Too Wild 6
People Pride
Hui Kwok Wai
Power Dribble
First Place, DPS Bronze Medal (Judges’ Choice)
Push You Away, DPS Honor Ribbon
Horse Fighting Game
Lin, Wolfgang
The God is on Fire, DPS Honor Ribbon
Wong Yuet Yee
Hold Me
Carring Brother
Dump Site

INDIA
Sengupta, Sanjoy
Chicken Fight at Barkha -7

INDONESIA
Hendro, Hioe
Still a Family

MACAO
Kong Ka-Pak
Night When Fire Spit
Tang Chan Seng
Tackle 60
Tackle 72
Kid Rugby 49
Tang Kai Lon
Boxing Punches 19

MALAYSIA
Chee Yong Brandon Lim
Swallow Light
Chu Siew Thong
Bubbling
Leong Soon Seng
Herder 175
Tze Kim, Stephen Wong
Dance and Songkran,
DPS Silver Medal
Jump to World
Wong Danny Yen Sin
Kid with Flies,
DPS Silver Medal
Flood in the City

NEW ZEALAND
Passuello, Elizabeth
Rescue Helicopter Crew
Training

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Areshev, Sergey
Flying over
Female Wrestling,
PSA Mid-Atlantic
Chapter Gold Medal
Flight, DPS Honor Ribbon
Hot Jazz

SCOTLAND
Smith, Roy
Red Arrows Tornado

TAIWAN
Huang, Woodpecker
Hot Air Balloon Carnival B

THAILAND
Tangmanpoowadol, Hansa
Go for It
An Era of Plastic

UNITED STATES
Adolph, Mitch
Bull Riding
Airov-Bieling, Shirl
Universal Ride
am Ende, Jerry
Follow the Corgi
Boike, Margaret
Can We Go Home Now
Carder, Nan
Bad Bulls 8540
Surfer 3784,
DPS Silver Medal
Centeno, Walter R
Over and Under
DeVoe, Kurt
Failed Hail Mary,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Rear Exit,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Stiff Arm
Dipietrapaul, Francis
Ouch!
DPS Silver Medal
Men-on-bench
Emmerich Jr, Gerald H
Female Flyer at Pipeline
Tulsa 13 Drives
Gillett, Keith
Surprise Shot
What a Catch,
DPS Silver Medal
In My Way
Goldenberg, Edward
Where There is a Will
Hunt, Robert
Up, Up and Away
Hutchison, George
Aerial Dance
After the Storm,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Katsampes, Andrew
Burlington_2017(6764)
Melrose_2018(3647)
Concordia_2018(2947)
Travis_Worra_2017(3769)
Kubala, Joseph
Rounding the Last Barrel
Bull by the Horns
Kuebler, Barbara
Ruth and Scrub Jay
Gathering Nesting Material
Lang, Thomas
Cowboy Roundup
Langevin, Dee
Hose Powered Engines
Decorating the Tree
Leck, Karl
Flying Tackle Men
Saying Goodbye,
PSA Gold Medal
(Best in Show)
Long Way to Go,
DPS Member Medal
Leonard, Karen
Bulldog Rugger Tackle
Liddle, Susan
Surfer, DPS Honor Ribbon
Malgieri, Martin “Marty”
Journey
McCaffrey, Robert
Stalking the Bear
Pouring the Tea
Ng, Henry
Follow the Wave
Suicide Drop,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Nguyen, Kieulan
Sewing Fishnet,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Nguyen, My Phuong
Number 37
Osborne, Donna
Just Eight Seconds
Peter, Susan
The Touch
Father, Son Polar Plunge
Runyan, Trudy
Bethpage Air Show
Savage, Tom
Head First Off a Sliding Horse
Upside Down on Paint Horse,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Well Trained Horse,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Upside Down Over the Beam,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Simeone, Joe
Relaxing After a Hard Day’s Work
Smith, James D.
Man and Hat Flyin_9054
Sokolskaya, Valentina
Easter Girl
Thompson, Lynn
Rope That Steer,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Ride the Fury,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Tran, Chinh
Fire Truck
Tran, Michael
Rushing
Escape Tube Wave
Tran, Yen
Flying
Green-Vans
Walter, Gary
Lovers Kiss
Wilkins, David
Kelly’s Dig
Wilson-Risko, Cindy
Shepard Command

Daliang Mountains12
PSA Silver
Photojournalism - Projected Image
LIU BEIMENG, China

Demolishing the Fence
PSA Bronze
Photojournalism - Projected Image
DAVID KEEL, England

Female Wrestling
PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold
Photojournalism - Projected Image
SERGEY ARESHEV, Russian Federation

Dance and Songkran
DPS Silver
Photojournalism - Projected Image
STEPHEN WONG TZE KIM, Malaysia
Surfer 3784  
DPS Silver  
Photojournalism - Projected Image  
NAN CARDER, United States

Kid with Flies  
DPS Silver  
Photojournalism - Projected Image  
WONG DANNY YEN SIN, Malaysia

What a Catch  
DPS Silver  
Photojournalism - Projected Image  
KEITH GILLET, United States

Man Falling  
DPS Silver  
Photojournalism - Projected Image  
FRANCIS DIPIETRAPAUL, United States

Carriage Accident  
DPS Bronze (Judges' Choice)  
Photojournalism - Projected Image  
DAVID KEEL, England

First Place  
DPS Bronze (Judges' Choice)  
Photojournalism - Projected Image  
WAI HUI KWOK, Hong Kong

Long Way to Go  
DPS Member  
Photojournalism - Projected Image  
KARL LECK, United States
### AUSTRALIA

Yuen, Hung Kam  
**Colour in the Sky**  
Fire Fighters,  
**PSA Gold Medal**  
(Best in Show)

### UNITED STATES

Adolph, Mitch  
Delicate Touch,  
**DPS Honor Ribbon**
Maniscalco, Lynn Troy  
A Gas Stop,  
**DPS Honor Ribbon**
Bottoms Up,  
**DPS Honor Ribbon**
McAuley, John  
Women’s US Open Tennis Action
Moorhead, Thomas  
Helping Flood Victim,  
**DPS Bronze Medal**  
(Judges’ Choice)
Murphy, Ken  
Wait for Me  
Got a Little Doggie
Ng, Henry  
See What I Mean  
Dangerous Wave  
Dead Meat  
Roast Pig Playing,  
**PSA Silver Medal**  
(Best Human Interest)

### DENMARK

Woller, Soren  
**That Hurts**

### GERMANY

Retelsdorf, Ekkehard  
Player 3 in Front of Goal_97

### HONG KONG

Choi, Lewis K. Y.  
Last Battle 5,  
**DPS Silver Medal**  
Blessing

### MALAYSIA

Chu Siew Thong  
Am I Handsome  
Fish Slaughter,  
**PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold Medal**
Neo Sau Fong  
For him  
Ready

### NORTHERN IRELAND

Boyd, Cyril  
Geraldine’s Landing,  
**DPS Bronze Medal**  
(Judges’ Choice)

### UNITED STATES

Am Ende, Jerry  
Motorcycle Racer,  
**DPS Honor Ribbon**
Amish Hay Harvest,  
**DVCCC Medal**
Astifan, Jeannie  
Not Happy,  
**DPS Silver Medal**
Bernstein, Allen  
Looking Back
Carder, Nan  
AVP Zhang 8309  
AVC vs COD 0109  
HB Surfer 9081,  
**DPS Gold Medal**
Gerstein, Marvin  
Step Rider
Ginn, Robert  
Straight Armed!,  
**DPS Honor Ribbon**  
The Spear Chucker!  
Lady In Pink!
Johnson, Norman  
Broken Bat  
Distracting the Bull,  
**PSA Bronze Medal**  
(Best Storytelling)
Langevin, Dee  
Feeding the Goat,  
**DPS Bronze Medal**  
(Judges’ Choice)
Leck, Karl  
Back Off  
Bulletproof  
Awkwardly Unseated
Lovatt, Tom  
Look At US!,  
**DPS Honor Ribbon**

### NORTHERN IRELAND

Peter, Susan  
**Polar Plunge Antarctica Pop**
Savage, Tom  
Stay Away Bull,  
**DPS Honor Ribbon**  
Coming to Save Him
Shenk, Don  
**Fully Involved**  
Two Vehicle Crash
Smith, James D.  
Body Art Expo_2604  
A Lotta Bull_6374  
Giving It Your All_1377  
The Vietnam Veteran_2662
Sokolskaya, Valentina  
Front Banners Pattern  
Marching Guards
Soysal, Yaprak  
The Precious Bond
Tauber, Tom  
Cambodian War Victim
Tuttle, Rob  
Mermaid
Roast Pig Playing
PSA Silver (Best Human Interest)
Photojournalism - Print
HENRY NG, United States

Distracting the Bull
PSA Bronze (Best Storytelling)
Photojournalism - Print
NORMAN JOHNSON, United States

Fish Slaughter
PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold
Photojournalism - Print
THONG CHU SIEW, Malaysia

Not Happy
DPS Silver
Photojournalism - Print
JEANNIE ASTIFAN, United States

Last Battle 5
DPS Silver
Photojournalism - Print
LEWIS K. Y. CHOI, Hong Kong

Helping Flood Victim
DPS Bronze (Judges' Choice)
Photojournalism - Print
THOMAS MOORHEAD, United States

Geraldine’s Landing
DPS Bronze (Judges' Choice)
Photojournalism - Print
CYRIL BOYD, Northern Ireland

Feeding the Goat
DPS Bronze (Judges' Choice)
Photojournalism - Print
DEE LANGEVIN, United States

Amish Hay Harvest
DVCCC
Photojournalism - Print
JERRY AM ENDE, United States
AUSTRALIA
Tam, Joseph
Oh Boy
Grand Canal Day Break

CANADA
Siu, Miranda
Farmhouse On Rolling Hill
Misty Morning,
DPS Silver Medal

HONG KONG
Choi, Lewis K. Y.
Running Up 2
Lin, Wolfgang
Chinese Dancing 4,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Fireworks 8

INDIA
Sengupta, Sanjoy
Dubai from Sky 2

INDONESIA
Hendro, Hioe
Tranquility,
DPS Bronze Medal
Judge’s Choice
Cici Padi Feeding 1011

MALAYSIA
Chu Siew Thong
Cat and Its food,
DPS Silver Medal
Culture Performance
Siblings, DPS Honor Ribbon

AUSTRALIA
Neo Sau Fong
Argue
Mother Care

NORTHERN IRELAND
Boyd, Cyril
Amber Headress

NORWAY
Synnevaag, Roald
Fisherman’s Friend 2

SWEDEN
Jerlemar, Nils-Erik
Meeting with Umbrellas
No 2

UNITED STATES
Adolph, Mitch
Green Heron
Great Egret
Mallard Drake
am Ende, Jerry
Eagle at the Dam
In the Pink
Short-eared Owl
Apostolcus, Virginia
White Roses, DVCCC Medal
Time Flies,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Astifan, Jeannie
Nature’s Fairies
Bushey, Patricia
Philadelphia Skyline,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Milky Way, White Pocket, AZ,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Conaway, Ward
Three Listening,
PSA Bronze Medal
Cortada, Antonio
Lost in the Desert
DeGuiseppi, Carol
Dramatic Sunset
Blue Poppies
Dipietrapaul, Francis
Coal Piers 2019
Glowing Flower
Ducceschi, Laura
Morning Sun Brilliance
Funderburg, Don
Flying Hot Metal Sparks
Let Me Pour You A Drink
Friend
Guage And Valves,
PSA Gold Medal
Best in Show
Gerstein, Helen
Light Feathers
Gerstein, Marvin
Strawberry Candid
Halstead, Cheri
Dead Horse State Park,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Butterfly and Flower
The Tipsy Pixie
Hennes, Margaret
Egret Chicks 4604,
DPS Honor Ribbon
New Born Guanaco Nursing
Double Rainbow Lofoton Islands
Langevin, Dee
Crane Displaying
Leck, Karl
Man, Color, Universe
Creating the Blue Poppy,
PSA Silver Medal
Nikhita’s Leap
Morman Barn Mountain View
McAuley, John
Morman Barn Mountain View
Mease, Carl
Cliff Hugger
Ng, Henry
Water Suicide Run
Angry Light Over Tents
On the Branch
Oathout, Thomas
Another Wet Rose
Peter, Susan
Sunrise Patagonia
Blowing Dust
The Triplets
Pully, William Page
Preparing for Flight
Fluffy Short-Eared Owl,
DPS Gold Medal
Sokolskaya, Valentina
Second Beach

Lewis, William
Bobcat Kittens at Play,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Cheetah Morning Hunt,
SJCC Gold Medal
(Best Nature)
Liddle, Mary
Osprey Fledgling Trio
Osprey Guarding Chick
Liddle, Susan
Flying Up to the Heavens
The Gift, DPS Honor Ribbon
Great Blue Heron and Mullet
Osprey with Catfish
Little, Patrick
R&L Hub Cap,
DPS Bronze Medal
Judge’s Choice
Lovatt, Tom
Eyes On You
Maniscalco, Lynn Troy
Three Clowns
Mazansky, Cyril
Upper Calf Creek Reflection 1,
DPS Bronze Medal Judge’s Choice
McAuley, John
Morman Barn Mountain View
Mease, Carl
Cliff Hugger
Ng, Henry
Water Suicide Run
Angry Light Over Tents
On the Branch
Oathout, Thomas
Another Wet Rose
Peter, Susan
Sunrise Patagonia
Blowing Dust
The Triplets
Pully, William Page
Preparing for Flight
Fluffy Short-Eared Owl,
DPS Gold Medal
Sokolskaya, Valentina
Second Beach

Lewis, William
Bobcat Kittens at Play,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Cheetah Morning Hunt,
SJCC Gold Medal
(Best Nature)
Liddle, Mary
Osprey Fledgling Trio
Osprey Guarding Chick
Liddle, Susan
Flying Up to the Heavens
The Gift, DPS Honor Ribbon
Great Blue Heron and Mullet
Osprey with Catfish
Little, Patrick
R&L Hub Cap,
DPS Bronze Medal
Judge’s Choice
Lovatt, Tom
Eyes On You
Maniscalco, Lynn Troy
Three Clowns
Mazansky, Cyril
Upper Calf Creek Reflection 1,
DPS Bronze Medal Judge’s Choice
McAuley, John
Morman Barn Mountain View
Mease, Carl
Cliff Hugger
Ng, Henry
Water Suicide Run
Angry Light Over Tents
On the Branch
Oathout, Thomas
Another Wet Rose
Peter, Susan
Sunrise Patagonia
Blowing Dust
The Triplets
Pully, William Page
Preparing for Flight
Fluffy Short-Eared Owl,
DPS Gold Medal
Sokolskaya, Valentina
Second Beach
Stuart, Thomas M.
*Taste Tested*

Tuttle, Rob
*Toroweap Reflection*
*Grand Canyon*
*Tree on the Edge*

Walter, Gary
*Sea Stacks Rialto Beach*

Weaver, Ken
*Rocks Roots and River*
*Grist Mill March Morning, DPS Silver Medal*

White, Richard
*Sunrise at the Rock Jetty*

Wilson, Elizabeth
*Autumn at Laurel Hill*
*Spring Tapestry, PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold Medal*

Wilson-Risko, Cindy
*Slot Canyon Sky*

---

*Creating the Blue Poppy, PSA Silver*
*KARL LECK, United States*

*Three Listening, PSA Bronze*
*Print - Large Color*
*WARD CONAWAY, United States*

*Gauge and Valves, PSA Gold (Best in Show)*
*Print - Large Color*
*DON FUNDERBURG, United States*

*Fluffy Short-Eared Owl, DPS Gold*
*Print - Large Color*
*WILLIAM PAGE PULLEY, United States*

*Cat and Its Food, DPS Silver*
*Print - Large Color*
*THONG CHU SIEW, Malaysia*

*Misty Morning, DPS Silver*
*Print - Large Color*
*MIRANDA SIU, Canada*

*Spring Tapestry, PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold Medal*  
*Print - Large Color*
*ELIZABETH WILSON, United States*

*Cheetah Morning Hunt, SJCC Gold (Best Nature)*
*Print - Large Color*
*WILLIAM LEWIS, United States*

*Fluffy Short-Eared Owl, DPS Silver*
AUSTRALIA
Tam, Joseph
Happy Family
DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)
Print - Large Color
KEN WEaver, United States

TRANQUILITY
DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)
Print - Large Color
HIOE HENDRO, Indonesia

CANADA
Liu, Edward
Strolling on the Beach
DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)
Print - Large Color
CYRIL MAZANSKY, United States

Enjoy Variable
DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)
Print - Large Color
PATRICK LITTLE, United States

NORTHERN IRELAND
Boyd, Cyril
Scrap for the Ball
DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)
Print - Large Color

UNITED STATES
Altoonian, Gary
Manhattan Sunset
DPS Bronze (Judges’ Choice)
Print - Large Color

Das, Sandhitsu
Mountain Glow
DPS Bronze Medal
Print - Large Color

VIRGINIA APOSTOLACUS, United States
Dipietrapaul, Francis
Saguaro National Park 2019
Arches National Park 2013,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Dixon, Jim
City Life,
DPS Honor Ribbon
The City That Never Sleeps
Ducceschi, Laura
Icicle Sculpture
Funderburg, Don
Broken Arch
What Do You Want of Me,
DPS Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Gold Medal
Tan Hat
Are You Looking For Me,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Gerstein, Helen
Perfect Balance
Halstead, Cheri
Ana Ruby Falls
The Lone Tree
Langevin, Dee
Young Maasai
Leck, Karl
Watkins Glen
Stormy Mountain
Lewis, William
Elephants Protecting Young
Tirtha
Lovatt, Tom
Zebra Abstract
Massey, Jon
Decaying Cellblock
Murphy, Ken
1936 Dreamy Dodge
Great Falls Refinery
Ng, Henry
Round Up
On Target
Young Hope
Oathout, Thomas
Two in Snow
Four Feathers
Parry, Michael
Iris, in B&W
Peter, Susan
Angry Sky Maasai Mara
Locked Horns
Rovere, Bonnie
Morgan
Schiavone, Roxy
Hole in the Sky,
DPS Bronze Medal
(Judges' Choice)
Tan Hat
Are You Looking For Me,
DPS Honor Ribbon
Gerstein, Helen
Perfect Balance
Halstead, Cheri
Ana Ruby Falls
The Lone Tree
Langevin, Dee
Young Maasai
Leck, Karl
Watkins Glen
Stormy Mountain
Lewis, William
Elephants Protecting Young
Tirtha
Lovatt, Tom
Zebra Abstract
Massey, Jon
Decaying Cellblock
Murphy, Ken
1936 Dreamy Dodge
Great Falls Refinery
Ng, Henry
Round Up
On Target
Young Hope
Oathout, Thomas
Two in Snow
Four Feathers
Parry, Michael
Iris, in B&W
Peter, Susan
Angry Sky Maasai Mara
Locked Horns
Rovere, Bonnie
Morgan
Schiavone, Roxy
Hole in the Sky,
DPS Bronze Medal
(Judges' Choice)

Ballet Angel
PSA Silver
Print - Large Monochrome
CHU SIEW THONG, Malaysia

Mountain Glow
PSA Bronze
Print - Large Monochrome
SANDHITSU DAS, United States

What Do You Want of Me
PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter Gold
Print - Large Monochrome
DON FUNDERBURG, United States

Barns Set Amid Spring Wheat
PSA Gold (Best in Show)
Print - Large Monochrome
MIRANDA SIU, Canada
The Delaware Photographic Society (DPS) was organized on January 28, 1931 as the Delaware Camera Club to encourage and develop interest in photography. The objectives at that time were to get the best authorities to give lectures on photography, to have discussion groups within the membership to share knowledge, and to arrange a photographic exhibition in Wilmington. The name was changed to the Delaware Photographic Society in 2001, with photographic education as the prime mission along with the original objective. The programs listed in this Schedule of Events were selected to provide a varied photographic experience. DPS is a Charter Member of the Photographic Society of America (PSA) and of the Delaware Valley Council of Camera Clubs (DVCCC).

**NEWSLETTER**

The *Reflector* is the award-winning newsletter of the Delaware Photographic Society. Issues may be viewed on the Society’s website.

**ANNUAL DUES**

$45 per member (18 and older). If joining after February 1, dues payment covers membership through June 30 of the following year.

**MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION**

Membership Chair: Contact BILL GUENTHNER at membership@dpsphoto.org

**OTHER SOCIETY ACTIVITIES**

Contact PETE CURCIO at president@dpsphoto.org
AUSTRALIA

Moritz, Vicki
*David Anzac Day*

Tam, Joseph
*Unbalanced, DPS Honor Ribbon, Fishing, Dolomites Day Break, DPS Silver Medal, Cock Fighting, PSA Bronze Medal*

Yuen, Hung Kam
*Yao Family, Herding Heroes, Surfer Action 2, Morning Glory, DPS Gold Medal*

Yuen, Makon Keane
*Morning Glory, PSA Silver Medal, Balloon Bazaar, Walk in the Desert*

GERMANY

Boehm, Gerhard
*Patrick, DPS Honor Ribbon, Duo 5 - SW, PSA Mid-Atlantic Chapter, Gold Medal, Table Top - SW4, Table Top - SW*

HONG KONG

Choi, Lewis K. Y.
*Painted Face, DPS Honor Ribbon, Move Ahead*

INDIA

Sengupta, Sanjoy
*Cityscape Thru Dubai Eye*

MACAO

Kong Ka-Pak
*Circular Walkway, Working Raft 4240, Morning Pagoda 2, Return Cattle in Trees 3*

MALAYSIA

Neo, Sau Fong
*In the Evening*

NORTHERN IRELAND

Boyd, Cyril
*The Final Hurdle, Anna Rose Portrait*

NORWAY

Synnevaag, Roald
*Gaupasvatnet, DPS Silver Medal*

SINGAPORE

Heng, Zee Kek
*Spider and Ladies, Half Opened Sword*

SWEDEN

Jerlemar, Nils-Erik
*Yellow and Blue*

UNITED STATES

Adolph, Mitch
*Bald Eagle Eating*

am Ende, Jerry
*The One That Got Away, Forster Terns Feeding*

Ascalon, Sara
*One With the Trees*

Bernstein, Allen
*Moon Glow*

Cashin, Carol
*Icebergs, Glaciers and Ice Floes*

Das, Sandhitsu
*Arch on Fire*

DeGuiseppi, Carol
*Refractive Drops, PSA Gold Medal (Best in Show), A New Beginning*

Dipietrapaul, Francis
*Foxy Lady, On a Golden Perch, Milky Way and Snag*

Emma, Katie
*Orangutans Walking*

Funderburg, Don
*Gory Face*

Gerstein, Helen
*Bold Reflection*

Haldas, Donna
*Herons Frolicking_5426*

Johnson, Norman
*Two Cubs with Mom, DPS Honor Ribbon, The Lunge, Geyser at Sunset*

Kranz, Vincent
*Colorful Reflections*

Kuebler, Barbara
*Alligator and Baby*

Langervin, Dee
*Whale Tail at Sunset*

Leck, Karl
*It’s Cold, DPS Bronze Medal (Judges’ Choice), Spooky Night Drive*

Leonard, Karen
*58 km Freestyle Winner*

Liddle, Susan
*Wood Stork Landing*

McAuley, John
*Pelican Lift Off, DPS Honor Ribbon*

Mease, Carl
*Wilson’s Warbler Warbling*

Murphy, Ken
*Dearborne Bridge and Milky Way, Three Big Rams, Milky way and Snag*

Ng, Henry
*No Escape From Me, Abandoned Ship, Journey To Angkor Wat, Temple*
Parry, Michael
*Old & New,* **DVCCC Medal**

Smith, James D.
*1929 Ford Coupe_5090*
*T28 Vietnam Warrior_542,*
**DPS Bronze Medal**
*(Judges' Choice)*
*Mariachi Allegre_0057*

Stuart, Thomas M.
*Targeting the Tender Spot*
*Making the Catch*

Tauber, Tom
*Empty Office,*
**DPS Honor Ribbon**

Tuttle, Rob
*Taking Off*
*Canyon in a Bubble*

Walter, Gary
*Lighthouse Lovers*

Watkins, Judy
*Fire Sky*

Weaver, Ken
*Babcock Grist Mill Morning*
*1702 Engineer*

Refractive Drops
**PSA Gold (Best in Show)**
*Print - Small Color*  
CAROL DEGUISEPPI, United States

Morning Glory
**DPS Gold**
*Print - Small Color*  
HUNG KAM YUEN, Australia

Gaupaasvatnet
**DPS Silver**
*Print - Small Color*  
ROALD SYNNEVAAG, Norway

Autumn
**DPS Silver**
*Print - Small Color*  
KITTY YEUNG, Canada

Dolomites Day Break
**DPS Silver**
*Print - Small Color*  
JOSEPH TAM, Australia
It's Cold
DPS Bronze (Judges' Choice)
Print - Small Color
KARL LECK, United States

Sandhill 5451
DPS Bronze (Judges' Choice)
Print - Small Color
NAN CARDER, United States

Old & New
DVCC
Print - Small Color
MICHAEL PARRY, United States

Volunteers don't get paid, not because they're worthless, but because they're priceless.
~Sherry Anderson

Thank You!
HONORED MEMBERS OF THE WILMINGTON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHY

WIEP Honors are earned through accumulated jury acceptances of prints and projected images compiled annually. The WIEP Honors Program was updated for 2019. The revised Honors Program is described on the WIEP website at: www.wilmingtoninternational.org

WIEP Commendation (CWIEP) Those who accumulate a total of 20 or more acceptances are awarded WIEP Commendation.

Fellows (FWIEP) Those who accumulate a total of 50 or more acceptances are awarded Fellow status.

Senior Fellows (SFWIEP) Those who achieve 100 or more acceptances are awarded Senior Fellow status.

Master Fellows (MFWIEP) Those who achieve 200 or more acceptances are awarded Master Fellow status.

2020 HONORED MEMBERS

Master Fellows (MFWIEP)
Leck, Karl, FDPS

Senior Fellows (SFWIEP)
Anagnostidis, Marc, APSA
Böhm, Gerhard
Bruce, Martin, FPSA
Dequick, Luc
Fung Shui-Kei, Kevin
Greene, Fred, HonFPSA
Hammon, Arland, FPSA
Kwan, Phillip
Lee, Wellington, HonFPSA
Maniscalco, Lynn Troy, HonFPSA, FDPS
Oathout, Tom
Samoyault, Guy B, APSA
Shenk, Don
Stake, Jan-Thomas
Talarowski, William, APSA, FDPS
Todd, Sharp, HonFPSA
Van-Mol, Gerardus

Participating Fellows (FWIEP)
Adolph, Mitch
am Ende, Jerry
Chau Chun Yip (2020)
Choi, Lewis K. Y.
Dipietrapaul, Francis
Emmerich Jr, Gerald H, HonFPSA
 Gaberthuel, Walter
Gerstein, Helen
Gerstein, Marvin
Gillett, Keith
Hunt, Robert
Jerlemar, Nils-Erik

New WIEP Commendations (CWIEP)
Ascalon, Sara
Astifan, Jeannie

Thank you to:
ACTS RETIREMENT LIFE COMMUNITIES
AWAKE THE LIGHT PHOTO WORKSHOPS & TOURS
B&H CAMERA/VIDEO CAMERAS ETC.
COKESBURY VILLAGE
DELWARE DIGITAL VIDEO FACTORY
EXCLUSIVE TOURS & CRUISES
KEHTRON COMPUTERS INC.
OSHER LIFELONG LEARNING INSTITUTE
PETTINARO RELOCATION PNC PROWORKS, INC.
IF YOU LOVE PHOTOGRAPHY, YOU BELONG IN PSA!

Benefits of PSA Individual Membership include:

- Access to a full range of programs and services geared toward furthering the art and science of photography.
- A world-class, monthly PSA Journal publication delivered in print or interactive, mobile format.
- Members Only discounts on photography-related products, excursions and services.
- Customized photography education, mentoring and critiquing services to enhance photographic skill and artistry.
- A worldwide community where like-minded individuals can share and encourage photographic growth and creativity.

Log on to www.PSA-Photo.org to learn more or to become a member.
Delaware Photographic Society
One of the nation’s oldest, most respected camera clubs.

The Society meets most Monday evenings at 7:00 p.m.
Cokesbury Village, 726 Loveville Road, Hockessin, DE 19707

Join others with similar interests and learn more about all aspects of photography.

- WEEKLY MEETINGS
- COMPETITIONS
- EDUCATION NIGHTS
- GUEST SPEAKERS
- FIELD TRIPS
- LOCAL EXHIBITS
- MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
- ALL ASPECTS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

www.delawarephotographicsociety.org